Let Grenzebach take you to the next level

Are you focused • communicative • innovative • a go-getter? • Do you like to think outside of the box? • Do you enjoy working in a team striving towards common goals? • Do challenges motivate you?

• Come on-board and let us take you to the next level.

Our subsidiary in Newnan, GA facility is currently seeking, for a period of 6 month, an:

Intern in Quality, Safety & Environmental (f/m)

Qualifications

– College student aiming towards a Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree in one of the following fields:
  o Industrial Engineering
  o Environmental Engineering
  o Occupational Safety & Health
– Ideally with previous work experience in the fields of Quality, Safety & Environment
– Familiar with ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards
– MS Office Suite proficiency
– Good command of English
– Individually motivated
– Flexibility and a high level of commitment

Primary Responsibilities

– Verifying dimensions of measurements that Engineering determined to be critical parts
– Support the team with current projects and tasks
– Facilitate safety trainings
– Complete projects given by the QSE Manager to better enhance the current procedures
– Conduct weekly, monthly, annual safety walks of the facility
– Verify current QSE policies and procedures are adhered to
– Obtain and analyze water samples in regards to local, state, and federal regulations

Grenzebach is a leading global mechanical and electrical equipment manufacturing company in the field of processing line construction and automation of production processes

A family-owned company with 1,600 employees worldwide, 500 engineers in 10 countries at 21 locations. We have customers in the glass, solar, building materials as well as wood and airport industries. For the chemical industries we develop procedural machines. Achieving highest quality in our products as well as having innovative technologies, we belong to the top companies of the world. We stand for continuous expansion and development of our product spectrum and constant optimization of production processes to provide our customers just what they need.

Additional information

– Starting date: flexible
– Duration: 6 months
– Housing: Provided by Grenzebach
– Compensation: $10 / hour
– Benefits: Access to community pool and discounted gym membership